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ABSTRACT: Herein the problem of colloidal instability on electrochemically detected
nanoparticle (NP) collisions with a Hg ultramicroelectrode (UME) by electrocatalytic
amplification is addressed. NP tracking analysis (NTA) shows that rapid aggregation occurs in
solution after diluting citrate-stabilized Pt NPs with hydrazine/phosphate buffers of net ionic
strength greater than 70 mM. Colloidal stability improves by lowering the ionic strength,
indicating that aggregation processes were strongly affected by charge screening of the NP
double layer interactions at high cation concentrations. For the system of lowest ionic
strength, the overwhelming majority of observed electrocatalytic current signals represent
single NP/electrode impacts, as confirmed by NTA kinetic monitoring. NP diffusion
coefficients determined by NTA and NP impact electroanalysis are in excellent agreement for
the stable colloids, which signifies that the sticking probability of Pt NPs interacting with Hg is
unity and that the observed NP impact rate agrees with the expected steady-state diffusive flux
expression for the spherical cap Hg UME.

Nanoparticle impact electroanalysis (NIE) is an emerging
methodology for electrochemical characterization of

single nanoparticles (NPs) and in the development of ultralow
detection sensors for a host of analytes. We broadly define NIE
as any method based on the electrochemical detection of
discrete NPs in solution as they collide with the surface of an
electrode.1−7 The ability to probe individual microscopic
particles in solution with ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs) has
inspired fundamental studies of single NP electrochemistry and
NP/electrode interactions,8−17 diffusive and electro/magneto-
phoretic particle transport,18−22 and the development of
electrochemical bioassays with single-molecule sensitivity.23,24

Colloidal stability25,26 is of critical importance for the accurate
interpretation of NP/electrode impacts. Many previous
interpretations of NIE data were based on the assumption
that the NPs remain stable after transfer from a pure aqueous or
as-synthesized medium to the test electrolyte solution.
However, to the best of our knowledge, this assumption has
not been tested by NP size/concentration monitoring across
the time scale of the NIE experiment (typically 5−10 min). The
ultimate goal of this investigation is to establish a stable NIE
system wherein the observed current transients can be safely
interpreted to result from single NPs upon impact with the
UME.
Colloidal instability and its effects on the analysis of NP/

electrode impacts have been explored recently by a few groups
working on different NIE systems. Alpuche-Aviles and co-
workers employed dynamic light scattering (DLS) for colloidal
characterization of dye-sensitized TiO2 NP aggregates that were
detected based on the photocatalytic oxidation of methanol and

subsequent charge transfer upon impact with a fluorine-doped
tin oxide (FTO) UME.27 Compton and co-workers found that
high concentrations of sodium citrate (0.1 M) stabilize Ag NPs
according to accumulated charge from Ag oxidation and
correlation to NP sizes measured by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM).28 Compton later investigated the floccu-
lation of Ag NPs in solutions of varied KCl concentrations29 by
DLS and nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA).30−32 For NPs
dispersed in KCl concentrations greater than 20 mM, the
authors noticed a large difference between the measured NP
size distributions from DLS and NTA in comparison to that
calculated from measured charge of each impact. This
difference was attributed to the ability of the NP impact
method to differentiate between irreversible aggregates and
reversible agglomerates in solution.29 Most relevant to the
present study, however, is the work of Koper and co-workers,33

who discovered evidence of aggregation in a NIE system based
on electrocatalytic amplification (ECA), a detection strategy
first demonstrated by Bard and co-workers.1,2 The ECA
method for sensing individual NP/electrode collisions relies
on the detection of a burst of current when a NP strikes an
inert UME and catalyzes the oxidation or reduction of active
molecules in solution. Based on observations from NIE, cyclic
voltammetry, and electron microscopy, the authors proposed
that Pt NPs aggregated upon exposure to ECA solutions
because of reactions between N2H4, the redox-active molecule,
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and the Pt surface; specifically the chemisorption of N2H4 on Pt
possibly followed by desorption of stabilizing citrate ligands.33

Our own groups have characterized hybrid Pt-decorated iron
oxide NPs (Pt-IONPs) using NTA22 and showed that the as-
synthesized Pt-IONPs were suspended as aggregates in
deionized water and maintained their average hydrodynamic
size after exposure to 15 mM N2H4 and 50 mM phosphate
buffer. We found that the resulting rate of Pt-IONP impacts
(impact frequency as a function of particle concentration)2 with
a Au disk UME agreed well with theoretical predictions of
diffusion-limited transport based on particle sizing and
quantification by NTA, in contrast to previous reports of
citrate-capped Pt NPs in comparable ECA solution con-
ditions.2,34 Very recently, Kanoufi, Tessier, and co-workers
developed an in situ approach for correlated electrochemical
and optical detection of Ag NP impacts.35 The authors reported
22 optically detected Ag NP landings onto a transparent Au
UME over a 700 s time period, only 10 of which were
detectable by simultaneously recorded current spikes for Ag NP
oxidation. The optically detected impact events occurred at the
expected diffusion-limited rate for the UME geometry. Several
groups have reported Na+ or K+ molarities ranging from 30 to
50 mM as the critical concentration of coagulation for 50−70
nm citrate-stabilized Ag NPs,36−39 so colloidal stability in these
experiments may not be suitable for such an analysis.
To the best of our knowledge, a linear calibration curve

relating the frequency of observed impact events to
concentration of citrate-capped noble metal NPs has not yet
been reported to give the expected rate based on diffusion-
limited flux to the UME surface. Previous experimentally
determined ECA impact rates involving citrate-stabilized Pt
NPs and N2H4 have been found to be much slower than
predicted2,34 if one assumes that diffusion-limited transport
dominates the frequency of observed NP impacts and that the
colloidal sample is stable with unchanging NP size/concen-
tration. For the following experiments, time-resolved NTA30−32

was used to monitor changes in NP size and concentration,
which made it possible to systematically interrogate the rapid
diffusion-limited33,40 aggregation kinetics of Pt NPs under
different solution conditions. Direct comparison of data from
the NTA and NIE experiments provided fundamental insight
into how colloidal interactions affect the analysis of NP/
electrode impacts. This information served to guide optimiza-
tion of experimental conditions necessary for stabilizing a
monodispersed Pt NP sample and ultimately allows us to
confidently interpret ECA signals as truly representing single,
not aggregated, NP impact events. Impact rates were then
found to agree with prediction based solely on diffusion, as
confirmed by calibration of impact frequency to NP
concentration and comparison of NIE-derived diffusion
coefficient with that estimated by SEM sizing and the
Stokes−Einstein−Sutherland relation41,42 (eq S1 of the
Supporting Information).
Commonly used solution conditions for ECA-based sensing

of NP impacts involve mixtures of 10−15 mM N2H4 redox
indicator with 10−50 mM phosphate buffer as the supporting
electrolyte.2,43−47 Accordingly, we adopted similar solution
conditions as a starting point for our studies (see Supporting
Information for supplemental discussion). The Pt NPs in this
study were synthesized for compatibility with NTA to have a
diameter of 50 ± 10 nm as measured by SEM (Figure S1,
Supporting Information).48 Because N2H4 had already been
determined to act as a coagulant for 3−5 nm citrate-capped Pt

NPs,33 we first investigated the effect of sodium phosphate
buffer (SPB) on colloidal stability. As shown in Figure S2, the
hydrodynamic size distribution of Pt NPs in 40 mM SPB (pH
7.8) is similar to that of the sample suspended in water alone,
60 ± 20 nm, which indicates that SPB does not disrupt
colloidal stability in the absence of N2H4. By contrast, the Pt
NPs in 25 mM SPB + 10 mM N2H4 (pH 7.8) have an average
diameter of 80 ± 40 nm. Interestingly, the 25 mM SPB solution
containing N2H4 has a calculated ionic strength of 70 mM,
while that of the 40 mM SPB solution is higher (100 mM).
This result confirms that coagulation is not brought about by
the pH buffer alone at ionic strength less than 0.1 M and that
N2H4 does indeed play a significant role in Pt NP aggregation.
Figure S3 is a 3D plot resulting from kinetic NTA
measurements that compares the concentration and size of
50 nm Pt NPs in 50 mM SPB (pH 7.8) + 10 mM N2H4 for 12
min. This solution condition is the highest ionic strength of all
samples tested, so it is expected to aggregate the fastest.
Corresponding two-dimensional (2-D) plots of concentration
and size as a function of time are included in Figure S4 of the
Supporting Information for a more detailed representation of
the distributions. The NTA plots show that the overall NP
concentration decreases significantly with time, while the size
distribution simultaneously increases, indicating Pt coagulation.
The NP concentration decreases to roughly half of the initial
concentration (CNP,0 = 1.1 pM) ∼ 100 s after NP mixing, while
the mean NP diameter nearly doubles in size by the end of the
700 s analysis time. Importantly, as shown in Figure S4c, the
changing NTA size distributions at four discrete time intervals
reveal that the NP size distribution becomes more polydisperse
and includes diameters larger than 400 nm in the minority
population after the total time scale of the analysis.
Because charge-screening is also expected to play a significant

physical role in NP aggregation processes, the stability of the
NPs in phosphate buffers of varied ionic strengths was
investigated with NTA. As shown in Figure 1, the kinetic
changes in both NP size and concentration are strongly
influenced by the net ionic strength of the buffer in the
presence of 10 mM N2H4. The ionic strength of the 0 mM SPB

Figure 1. Fitted linear trends of mean hydrodynamic diameter (left
panel) and relative concentration (right panel) of dilute Pt colloids as
determined by NTA. Each plot corresponds to samples containing 10
mM N2H4 and different sodium phosphate buffer concentration,
[SPB], at pH 7.8. Colored transparent regions are 95% confidence
level bands for regression analysis of raw NTA scatter data; dashed
lines are extrapolations to expected initial values from NTA in pure
water. Time zero marks when a small aliquot of stock Pt NPs is mixed
with N2H4/SPB solution.
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sample is approximately 10 mM; this is because hydrazine itself
is a weak base, pKa = 8.1 for N2H4/N2H5

+.49 To clarify, the 0
mM SPB sample was prepared by adjusting the pH of an
aqueous N2H4 to pH 7.8 with H2SO4, resulting in a hydrazine
sulfate buffer. The size distributions for Figure 1 span a large
range as shown in more detail by the corresponding scatter
plots in Figure S5 of the Supporting Information. The
predominant evidence of rapid aggregation is observed for 25
and 50 mM SPB samples, considering both the NP
concentration depletion kinetics and rate of particle growth
(Figure 1). By contrast, the Pt NP solution without SPB stays
at a consistent concentration and average size over the analysis
time, indicating that the colloid remains sufficiently stable in 10
mM hydrazine sulfate. Slight aggregation is indicated for the 5
mM and 10 mM SPB samples according to the difference in
overall NP diameter and concentration when compared to
values measured in pure water or 10 mM hydrazine sulfate
alone. The relative increase in NP diameter is roughly +17 and
+25% with the corresponding decrease in NP concentration
being about −23 and −37% of the initial NP concentration at
time zero (CNP,0) for the 5 and 10 mM SPB conditions,
respectively. Taking into consideration the observed variance of
NTA measurements and inherent bias toward tracking larger
NPs more accurately due to higher scattering intensities, we
surmise that the solution conditions involving SPB concen-
trations ≤10 mM were sufficiently optimized so that the
overwhelming majority of the NPs maintain suitable colloidal
stability for NIE of single Pt NPs.
Our group has previously reported on the optimization of

electrode materials, Hg in particular, to enhance signal-to-noise
and improve time resolution of the ECA response for NP
impacts.43−46 The fundamental principles of our detection
strategy are illustrated in Figure 2. No current is observed prior

to NP impact (t1), because the UME, Hg in this case, does not
oxidize the redox probe, N2H4, present in solution at the
applied potential (0 V vs SCE). At the moment of impact (t2),
however, the single colliding Pt NP acts as a nanoelectrode for
the electrocatalytic oxidation of N2H4. This gives rise to a sharp
current spike, followed by a slower decay that results from Hg
poisoning of the catalytic Pt NP surface (t3).

43−46 The current
then completely returns to baseline if no other NPs collide with
the Hg UME during the Pt surface deactivation time (t3 − t2).

The electrochemical NP impact method is sensitive to
changes in the bulk particle concentration and size distribution,
which establishes NIE as another viable method for reporting
on NP aggregation kinetics. Representative CA traces of ECA
collision events for three different buffer conditions are shown
in Figure 3 and Figure S6 of the Supporting Information for

230 fM and 1.1 pM Pt NPs, respectively. Both sets of CA traces
present the same relative trend of decreased NIE signal
frequency in higher ionic strengths. Much larger NIE signals in
terms of both current magnitude and Hg deactivation time are
observed for the 50 mM SPB sample, indicating the electrode
impacts of large NP aggregates. We infer that the 400 pA
collision event shown at ∼130 s may correspond to an
aggregate, while the three small signals around 200, 320 and
335 s are more likely to represent NIE response of individual
50 nm Pt NPs (Figure 3, green trace). At higher Pt NP
concentrations, a more pronounced aggregation effect is
observed for the 50 mM SPB sample, displaying very large/
broad NIE signals that complicate the analysis of smaller
impacts (Figure S6, Supporting Information). At the lowest
ionic strength, the impact signal frequency and amplitude
remain relatively consistent throughout the recorded time
period, indicating that Pt NP size does not change very much
over the time scale of the analysis because conditions are
favorable for colloidal stability.
NIE signal frequencies were analyzed at varied Pt NP

concentrations (Figure 4) to understand the effect of
aggregation on NP transport to the UME/solution interface.
The overall NP/UME impact frequency is expected to be
directly proportional to both NP concentration and average
diffusion coefficient according to diffusion-limited transport to
the spherical cap Hg UME (eq 1).

πβ= =−R f C N D a2NP NP NP
1

A NP UME (1)

Here RNP represents the rate at which NPs collide with the Hg
UME, f NP is the frequency of NP impacts at a given NP
concentration (CNP), NA is Avogadro’s number, DNP is the NP
diffusion coefficient, and a is the basal radius of the Hg
spherical cap (5 μm for Pt disk UME substrate). The term β is
a size dependent constant for the superhemispherical cap family
of UMEs based on the calculations by Alfred and Oldham.50

The Hg UME was reproducibly grown as superhemispherical
with surface area that is on average 1.84-fold larger than a
perfect hemisphere with 5 μm radius, giving a β value of 1.35
(Figure S7, Supporting Information).

Figure 2. Current vs time trace of ECA current spike corresponding to
a single Pt NP impact on Hg UME with schematic representation
included in the bottom panel.

Figure 3. CA traces of current responses for NP impacts on Hg/Pt
UME in three different phosphate buffer concentrations with 230 fM
Pt NPs in 10 mM N2H4, pH 7.8. Green arrows point to positions of
smaller transient current signals.
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According to eq 1, the NP impact frequency is proportional
to CNP and DNP, both of which decrease over time for an
aggregating Pt NP sample. As shown in Figure 4a, the NP
impact frequency is inversely proportional to ionic strength,
which correlates to the same general trend of NP concentration
as monitored by NTA (Figure 1). For a stable dispersed colloid,
f NP should increase linearly with NP concentration.22 Linear
calibration curves were established for the two lower ionic
strength conditions in Figure 4a. The difference in the slope
between the 5 and 10 mM SPB samples (blue and red curves)
indicates their relative stabilities, with the 5 mM condition
being most stable. The limit of detection for the 5 mM SPB
condition is 160 fM Pt NP for a 400 s CA acquisition time. As
shown in Figure 4b, the calculated NP diffusion coefficients
based on the NIE slope (RNP, eq 1) for the two optimized
systems of lower ionic strength correlate well with NTA for Pt
NP samples measured under identical solution conditions and
in deionized water. Shown for further comparison is the
calculated DNP from eq S1 using diameters of individual Pt NPs
measured by SEM, which also lies within the range of error for
the NIE experiments. The collision rates obtained in previous
studies of 3−4 nm Pt NPs by Bard and co-workers were
calculated to correspond to an apparent diffusion coefficient of
∼1 × 10−8 cm2/s.2 This value is 1 order of magnitude slower
than what we obtain here for NPs that are 10 times larger in
diameter. We suspect that the reason for the previously
reported DNP value is likely due to rapid NP aggregation
because experiments involved unoptimized solution conditions
(e.g., 50 mM phosphate buffer and 15 mM N2H4) that do not
support citrate-stabilized Pt colloids.33 The previously proposed
kinetic limitations on observed NP impact event frequency for
this system34 should therefore be reconsidered with the
inclusion of colloidal instability effects. For the optimized 50
nm Pt colloids, however, the unprecedented agreement of the
NIE system with NTA and SEM characterizations confirms that
the observed ECA signals resulted from single NP impacts on a
Hg UME.

In summary, fast aggregation of 50 nm citrate-stabilized Pt
NPs ensues when the ionic strength of the hydrazine/
phosphate buffer is ≥70 mM. The colloidal stability is
maintained at ionic strengths <20 mM if Pt NP concentrations
are kept lower than 1.1 pM. We conclude that the overall cause
of coagulation/aggregation for our systems is brought about by
two general processes: (1) the chemically induced instability
specifically from N2H4 reactivity with Pt as previously proposed
by Koper (the intricate details of this mechanism are currently
under investigation and will be reported in due course) and (2)
the instability at higher electrolyte concentrations, consistent
with the well-known Schulze-Hardy rule and DLVO theory of
interparticle electrostatic double-layer and van der Waals
interactions.25 The effect of specific N2H4/Pt chemical
interactions was not found to significantly contribute to NP
aggregation at lower ionic strengths, although we did confirm
that N2H4 does actively participate as a chemical coagulant if
electrostatic colloidal stabilization becomes compromised by
the concentration of cations (Na+, N2H5

+) in solution. When
solution and NP parameters are optimized to prevent
aggregation, the Pt NPs collide with the Hg/Pt UME at the
expected average rate according to NTA experiments and
theoretical predictions based on diffusion-limited transport of
individual NPs to a UME surface. The experimental/theoretical
agreement indicates that each single NP impact leads to an
observable ECA current response, signifying that the sticking
probability of the NP/UME interaction is essentially unity for
collision with the Hg surface, which contrasts with previously
proposed theory34 for Pt NP collisions on Au UME detected
using hydrazine. Such efficient NP sticking behavior is expected
for the UME because of Hg’s well-known properties of rapidly
wetting Pt upon physical contact51 due to surface/subsurface
alloying.43,52 Because the resulting NP/UME collision rates for
the optimized Pt NP samples are in agreement with theory of
diffusion-limited NP transport, we conclude that each Pt NP
becomes immediately wetted by the liquid metal upon impact
with the Hg UME, therefore making direct electrical contact
and an observable ECA current spike. This sets the Hg UME
experimental setup (with colloidally stable Pt NPs) apart from
other NIE systems in terms of efficiency for detecting multiple
NP impacts over time, where predictions based on steady-state
diffusive flux equations have previously been found to disagree
with experimentally determined impact frequencies2,4 and in
situ optical experiments of Ag NP electrodissolution on a
UME.35 Our carefully controlled Pt NP and Hg UME
experimental setup gives results that agree well with the same
mathematical relationships based on Fick’s Laws of Diffusion
that are generally used to model steady-state diffusion-limited
current from electrolysis of small molecules,50 establishing a
correlation between ensemble (diffusion-limited current from
small molecule electrochemistry) and digitized (frequency of
single NP impacts) electroanalysis, as further supported by our
earlier findings for stable Pt-decorated iron oxide NP aggregates
without the presence of a magnetic field.22

The combined results of the NIE and NTA colloidal
characterizations in the optimized experiments confirm that
observed electrochemical signals using phosphate-buffered 10
mM N2H4 solutions of <20 mM ionic strength are
predominantly the result of electrocatalytic hydrazine oxidation
on individually dispersed 50 nm Pt NPs after colliding with a
Hg UME. The establishment of quantitative correlations
between NIE and NTA is currently underway to develop
cross-correlative analytical standards, which will significantly aid

Figure 4. NP impact rate analysis. Top panel: impact event frequency
(event counts per 400 s sampling from 15 to 415 s post mixing)
plotted with respect to NP concentration in the presence of 10 mM
N2H4 with different SPB concentrations; vertical bars are standard
error of 5 replicate NIE measurements. Bottom panel: NP diffusion
coefficients approximated from SEM, NIE, and NTA.
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in ongoing pursuits to develop NIE for applications such as
colloidal NP size characterizations,43 evaluations of catalytic
activities at the single NP level,11,13 and strategies for
ultrasensitive bioanalysis.23
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